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1 Introduction

time of the photodetectors, the vibration血at occurs during
the interferogram acquisition can be removed. This tech‑

Charge‑coupled device (CCD) image sensors have been
used as interferogram detectors for more than 20 years. Re‑
cent advances in the state of the art have made several ten
megapixel CCDs available for commercial purposes. Such
a CCD enables us to conduct the expenment in a la㍗e area
with high resolution. A problem accompanying the mea‑
surement, however, is that the amount of data has greatly
increased. To expedite the data processing, a method that
uses CCD‑based additive operation on integrating buckets
in a sinusoidal phase modulating laser diode (LD) interfer‑
ometer has been proposed. The amount of calculation was
reduced by half in comparison to the conventional integrat‑
ing bucket me山od. However, the accuracy of the
.r measure‑

ment phase severely decreases, because large申jantization
error occurs when the integrating buckets required for the
calculation superimpose each other on the CCD. In this
work, we propose another algori血m to improve the mea‑
surement accuracy.
Disturbances, especially mechanical vibrations and air
turbulence, affect the accuracy in most optical interferomet‑

nique is suitable for the Fourier transform method and spa‑
tial phase‑shifting interferometry, in which a single inter‑
ferogram is used to retrieve the phase. In the temporal
phase measurement method, however, such as a sinusoidal
phase modulating interferometer, using the integrating
bucket method
in which at least four frame interfero‑
grams need to be collected, the problem of low‑frequency
disturbance comes up. It can be solved by use of the feed‑
back control technique when a LD is used as the light
source.9 13 Based on the LD's wavelength tunability,14'1
the low‑frequency noise contained in the interference signal
can be effectively compensated by injecting the feedback
control signal into the LD.
We have proposed two continuous sinusoidal phase‑
modulating LD interferometers, in which the disturbance‑
free interferometric data collection was achieved by com‑
bining both a stroboscopic data collection technique and
feedback control technique. However, they have the prob‑

nc measurements. Many technical efforts such as strobo‑

lems of complicated signal processing and poor synchroni‑

scopic interferometry and feedback interferometry have

zation between the modulating signal and the CCD s expo‑

been applied to solve this problem. The former method is

sure time, respectively. We describe a discrete sinusoidal

now used widely for the measurement of dynamic events/・3

phase‑modulating method to solve these problems.

With a pulsed laser source, or by reducing the acquiring
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Over a given modulating period T, the time‑varying inten‑
sity in the interference pattern is integrated four times, in
which the integrating time is equal to a quarter of the
modulating period. The integrated buckets are given by
774

Pi(x,y) =
Modulati o n

I(

tI′(x,y) + ∫′′(*,y) × cos[z cos(o}ct + 0)

1‑1)774

(5)

+α(x,y)]}dt (i=l, ‥.,4).

Depth‑2.45

Wethenderivethesineandcosineofwavefrontphases
Ps(x,ツ)=Pi+P2‑pi‑P4=Assmα(x,γ),(6)

l
L̲

Pi

P2

Pi

and

P4

Fig. 1日ustration of the conventional integrating bucket method
used in the SPM interferometer.

Pc(xJ)=P¥‑P2+Pl‑P4=ACcosαXy),(7)
whereA∫andAcarefunctionsofbothmodulationdepth
andinitialphase6ofthemodulatingcurrent.Theyare
givenby

2ConventionalIntegratingBucketMethodUsed
intheSinusoidalPhaseModulating
lnterferometer

CO
As‑21"{‑%Itt)∑[y2n‑,(z)/(2n‑1)](‑I)''sin[(2/i‑1)0],

2.1OriginalBucketDataProcessing

MB□

Theintensitydistributionoftheinterferencepatternwitha
modulatedphase♂isrepresentedby

(8)
and

I(x,y,t)=I'(x,y)+r〝(x,j)cos[<5(r)+α(x,y)l(1)
∝)
Ac‑21′'(8/tt)∑[J2n(z)/2n][l‑(‑1)'‑]sin(2/zO),(9)

where/'and/arethebiasandthemodulationofthe
intensityatthecoordinateof(x,y),andα(x,y)isthephase
tobemeasured.Thereareseveralwaystointroducethe
phasemodulation,suchasvibratinganatmi汀ormounted
onapiezoelectrictransducer(PZT),rotatingaglassplate,
movingadiffractiongrating,rotatingaphaseplate,andso

/!=
whereJn(z)istheh'th‑orderBesselfunction.Settingzand
0,theoptimumvaluesofz=2A5andO=56deg,As=ACis
straightforward,withthenoise‑basedmeasurementerror
beingminimized.Then,thewavefrontphaseissolvedby
usinganarc‑tangentformulafromfourbuckets:

on.1withoutemployingmechanicalelements,inasinu‑
soidalphasemodulating(SPM)LDinterferometer,the
phaseoftheinterferencesignalismodulatedbyinjecting
sinusoidalcu汀ent,

α(x,ツ)=tan‑Psix,y)
P¥‑Pl+P3‑P4
pc(x,y)=tan‑1聖上旦二聖‑(10)

n(t)=mcos{a)ct+6),(2)
intotheLD,wheremistheamplitude,o>cistheangular
frequency,and6istheinitialphase.ThenEq.(1)canbe
descnbedby

2.2

I(x,y,t)=I′(x,y)+r'(x,y)cos[zcos(wcr+d)+α(x,y)l(3)

To satisfy the requirement of high speed data processing in

Charge‑Coupled Device‑Based Four‑Bucket
Data Processing

a large size and high resolution on‑machine measurement,

where

we proposed a CCD‑based real‑time integrating‑bucket
data processing approach in the SPM LD interferometer

z=

4 mn(31

x‑

(4)

using the integrating bucket method. The principle is re‑
peated simply here to compare with the present technique.
The additive operation on two adjacent integrating buck‑

is the so‑called modulation depth. The symbols β, 21, and h

ets is equivalent to continuous integration of the interfer‑

represent the cu汀ent modulation ef丘ciency, the optical path

ence pattern in two bucket times, so that all additions ap‑

difference (OPD), and the wavelength of the LD, respec‑

pearing in the quadrature signal pair ps and pc can be
fulfilled by a CCD. The computer performs only the re‑

tively.
As a way to extract the unknown wave front phase, the

algorithm :

ing interferometry.17 When this technique was applied to
SPM interferometry, the advantages of high accuracy, quick
speed, and simplicity of construction are still maintained.
Figure 1 illustrates山e pnnciple behind this method.

Ps = Ps ‑ 4Pdc
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maining subtractive operations. We have used the following

integrating bucket method is originally used in phase shift‑

くl

(ll)

and
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Pc = Pc ‑4Pdc

(12)
′′.ヽ

「コ
巴

where

ヽ‑′
暮■

○
ヒ
【⊥】

Ps = (p血+Pa¥) + (Pdc+Pal) + ipdc‑Pa3) + (pdc‑Pad,

O
【′l
cq
w^

(13)

.ォ

‑7T

Pc= (Pdc+pal) + (Pdc‑Pal) + (Pdc+Pal) + (Pdc‑Pad,

一花/

nil

Given Phase (rad)

(14)

(a)

and Apdc are captured by the CCD. pdc is the dc component
′▼‑ヽ

of a single bucket, and ∫)。i(i=1 ‥‥ ,4) ∬e山e ac compo‑

「コ
ぐq
L.4
ヽ一..′

nents. ‑pai(i=2‥.. ,4) are realized by shifting the phase of

し竺
○

the interference signal by it with extra dc current. The

ヒ

amount of calculation in Eqs. (ll) and (12) is reduced by
half in comparison with that in Eqs. (6) and (7) of the
original bucket data processing.

l⊥】

U

盟
l‑

CL

‑ 71

3

花/

nil

Given Phase (rad)

Charge‑Coupled Device‑Based Double‑Bucket
°

(b)

Data Processlng
The gray level of the intensity image detected by an 8‑bit
CCD camera lies between 0 and 256. When four buckets

′ ヽ

「コ
巴
ヽ̲‑′

are superimposed in the CCD to obtain one image, 64 gray

I.■

○
ヒ

levels are assigned to each bucket. Such quantizing limita‑

LLJ

tion results in the reduction of the accuracy in the measure‑

U
∽
Cq
..i=
CL

ment phase. Varying the given phase from一打to 7T, the
phase e汀ors due to the quantization e汀or were evaluated.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows that

‑JT

the rms phase error is 0.0022 rad in the original bucket data

冗/

ji/2

Given Phase (rad)

processing. On山e other hand, the use of CCD‑based four

(C)

bucket data processing leads to the rms phase e汀or of
0.0044 rad, as shown in Fig. 2(b). It is twice that in the

Fig. 2 The phase errors caused by bucket superimposition (a) in

original one. In this work, a new algorithm is being pro‑

the original integrating bucket processing (rms error: 0.0022 rad)I

posed to increase the quantization precision to improve the

(b) in CCD‑based four‑bucket pr∝essmg (rms error: 0.0044 rad),
and

measurement accuracy.

(c)

in

CCD‑based

doub一e‑bucket

processing

(rms

error:

0.0031 rad).

Here we丘nd another expression for ps and pc:

ps(x>y) = (pi +P2) ‑ (j>3 +P4) =P12‑P34'

(15)

4

Disturbance‑Free Measurement

The frame rate in a CCD camera under the standard NTSC

and

system is 1/30 s. If the exposure time is set equal to the

Pc(xj)=(pi +p3) ‑ (P2+P4) =P¥3‑Pu,
wherep12,p^,p^,andp24couldbeobtainedbytheCCD.
ThecalculatingtimesinthecomputerarethesajtfeasEqs.
(ll)and(12),whilethesignalprocessingbecomesvery
simple.
Figure3showsthecomputersimulatedmodulatingsig‑
nalandinterferencesignalinthepresentproposal.Four
doublebucketsareobtainedintwomodulatingperiods,
whenboth也eintegratingtimeandtheintegratinginterval
aresettoahalfofthemodulatingperiod.p13andp24are
acquiredbyexchanging山esegmentbandcin也emodu‑
latmgsignalshowninFig.1.Becauseoneintensityimage
istheresultofadditiveoperationontwobuckets,thequan‑
tizationerrorisreduced.Thermsphaseerrorinthismethod
is0.0031rad,asshowninFig.2(c).Weseethatbygoing
fromfourbucketsuperimpositiontotwobucketsuperim‑
c1
position,wehaveimprovedthemeasurementaccuracy.

Optical Engineenng
L'、‑A

(16)

frame rate, the measurement system would be sensitive to
the external disturbance because of long integrating time.

P¥2

Pi4

P¥i P2A

Fig. 3日ustration of CCD‑based double‑bucket data processing.
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Fig. 4 Generation of the modulating signal, and the sample‑and‑
hold

pu一ses

used

in

the

feedback

loop:

(a)

field

timing;

(b)

expansion

of exposure timing; (c) EPROM readout pulses; (d) modulating sig‑
nal; and (e) the sample‑and‑hold pulses.

Modulation
Depth‑2.45

In Refs. 1 and 4, we solved this problem by adopting a
commercial CCD camera equipped with a high‑speed shuト
ter. It is therefore possible to shorten exposure time to
100 t0 200 〝s to eliminate most disturbances.

土工『工P4
m.

Although we are able to obtain one bucket in a very
short time without external disturbance, the instrument is

(b)

still suffered by the low‑frequency noise because we need
four frames to collect all of the required buckets. One of the
effective ways to eliminate such disturbance is the use of
feedback control. However, it requires sufficient modulat‑
1ng

Fig. 5 The modulating signals with step wave form and the inteげer・
ence signals corresponding to them, (a) The step‑wave form signal
has Nv quantized levels; and (b) the step‑wave form signal has NH
sample points in a modulating period.

丘equency in the continuous sinusoidal phase‑

modulating LD interferometer, because the feedback signal
is generated by using the modulating signal. The modulat‑
ing frequency determines the frequency response of the

transformed to analog current, shown in Fig. 4(d) for the

feedback system. Fortunately, corresponding to the short‑

direct phase modulation. By use of this approach,也e

ened exposure time, the modulating frequency rises greatly.

modulating signal exactly matches the exposure time.

We can therefore implement an excellent feedback control

Moreover, because there are no extra sinusoidal signal

that keeps the interference signal stable.

source and complicated signal processing system, the setup

Drawbacks have been found in previous works. Refer‑

is simple and compact.
The smoothness of the modulating wave form is deter‑

ence 1 presented an instrument with a very complicated
signal processing system. In Ref. 4, when we acquire the

mined

by

the

values

of

Nv

and

NH,

respectively.

Nv

is

de一

required four integrating buckets in different frames, the

缶ned as the number of quantized levels, as shown in Fig.

initial phases of the modulating signal corresponding to the

5(a), and NH is defined as the number of horizontal sample

adjacent two buckets must have a phase shift of tt/2. Such

points in a modulating period, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Be‑

signal processing results in poor synchronization between

cause the integrating buckets shown in Fig. 5 are the sum of

the modulating signal and也e CCD's exposure time.

many bars of minibuckets co汀esponding to the step wave‑

These problems can be solved by combining the current
technique with the arbitrary wave form generation tech‑

form, it is obvious that the integrating buckets p.(i
=1,...,4)

or

/?・(/=1,...,4)

cannot

exactly

equal

/?,(/

nique. Figure 4 shows the procedure for making the modu‑

=1,… ,4). They result in占ystematic errors. It is hard to

lating signal. Four double‑bucket integrations occur during

derive these e汀ors mathematically, so the computer simu‑

instantaneous exposure times located in four continuous

lations were performed to evaluate the effects ofAV and A^

even fields, as indicated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Figure 4(c)

on the measurement accuracy. The simulation procedure is
described as follows:

shows血e EPROM readout pulses, which are picked out

from the high‑frequency pulses synchronized to the field
signal. The digitized modulating wave forms have been
stored into EPROM in advance. They are read out and

Optical Engineering
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Fig. 6 Systematic phase errors, as a function of various given
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Thephaseerrorsobtainedbyvaryingthegivenphasefrom
一打toitareillustratedinFig.6(a)fordifferentNvandin
Fig.6(b)fordifferentNH,respectively.Itcanbefoundthat
themeasurementaccuracyimprovesasNHandNvincrease.
Theuseofarbitrarywaveformgenerationservesto
modulatetheLDinstantaneouslyanddiscretely.However,
thetimebetweentwodouble‑bucketcollectionsissolong
{‑'
i'i.lms)thattheinstrumentissensitivetothelow‑
frequencydisturbance.Afeedbackmustbeinstalledto
maketheinterferencesignalstable.Figure7showsthe
blockdiagramofthefeedbackcontrollerusedinourex‑
periment.Thesample‑and‑hold(SH)pulseshowninFig.
4(e)samplestheinterferencesignalattheヮonmodulating
statebyuseoftheSHcircuit.Theoutputsignalfromthe
SHcircuitispassedthroughalow‑pass帥"eranda
冒:on慧ional‑integralcontro
signal.llFigure8(a)霊r.霊ge
thatcontainlow‑frequencyvibration.Itisimpossibleto
thelerateafeedback‑
obtainco汀ectphaseinformationbecauseof山econsider‑
nterferencesignals
ablevariationonthedccomponents.Byusingtheproduced
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Fig. 8 The detected interference signals corresponding to different
modulating signals shown in Fig. 3: (a) without feedback control and
(b) with feedback control.

feedback signal, we effectively stabilize the dc level of the
interference signal with the feedback control, as shown in
Fig. 8(b).
5

Experiments

Setup for the experimental verification of our proposed
method is shown in Fig. 9. The light source is a laser diode
(Mitsubishi ML1412R) operating at 685.3 nm. After pass‑
ing through a colhmate lens, the beam is divided by a
beamsplitter (BSl) and reflected by the flat mirror and the

measurePent叫ect. A CCD camera (Sony ICXO58CL),
whose pixel numbers are 768(H) ×494(V) with a unit cell
size of 6.35 /▲m(H)×7.40 〝m(V), is used to detect the
interferogram. It has been remodeled to introduce external
shutter pulse, in which the period of山e pulse was set to
128 fis in our experiment. The recorded mterferogram is
transferred digitally to the computer with an
8‑bit‑resolution frame grabber. In the synchronous pulse
Fig.

Optica一

7

B一ock

Engmeering

diagram

of

the

feedback

contr0日er.

generator, the EPROM readout pulses and the SH pulses
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Fig. 10 3‑D surface profile of the diamond‑turned aluminum disk
measured with the proposed system.

phase. The data processing is expedited and simplified.
Good stability makes the interferometer less sensitive to
external disturbance. Its usefulness in on‑machine measure‑

Fig. 9 Experimental setup.

shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(e) ∬e generated from the video
signal and the shutter pulse. The modulating wave form
generator consists of two EPROMs (HN27C512G‑20),
which result in Nv=12. Figure 5(a) shows that the phase
error that comes from 12‑bit vertical quantization precision
is so small that it can be ignored. Limited by the digital‑to‑
analog (D/A) converting speed, the period of the EPROM
readout pulses is set to 4 /as. Accordingly, N〟 is equal to
64, which results in the maximum phase e汀or of 0.05 rad,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). Information of the modulating wave‑
form is acquired in the computer by a digital input/output
(I/O) board to determine the order of the collected double
buckets.
The interference signal detected by the photodiode (PD)
1 00

is sampled by the SH pulses whose frequency was

200

300

400

500

an酬"

125 KHz. The cutoff frequency of the low‑pass filter in the
feedback signal generator was 250 Hz, which is sufficient
to eliminate the external disturbance. Even when we ar‑

(a)
【nm]

ranged our measurement setup on an iron plate placed on
the simple wooden desk, the interference signal was suffi‑
ciently steady.

We measured the surface profile of a diamond‑turned
aluminum disk with血e present experimental setup. Figure
10 shows clearly the 3‑D ditch shape cut by the dial110nd
bite over an area 650× 650 〝m. A repeatability, which was
obtained by measuring the same position several times at
intervals of ten minutes, was 4.9‑nm rms. Two 2‑D profiles
measured with a Talystep profilometer and the proposed
system are given in Figs. ll(a) and l l(b), respectively. Al‑
though the measured positions are different, the roughness
and the cutting pitch are in good agreement.
6

0

ConeIusions

1 00

200

300

400

500

x【Pm】

By means of a dedicated wave form generator, discrete sinu‑

(b)

soidal phase modulation is applied to a laser diode interfer‑
ometer, which uses both CCD‑

and computer‑based

integrating‑bucket operations to extract the measurement

Optical E:ngineenng

Fig. ll 2‑D su〝ace profi一es of the diamond・turned a一uminum disk

measured with (a) a Talystep profilometer and (b) our system.
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